An embodiment of the disclosure discloses a method for personal-network based seamless handover, wherein when a personal network gateway receives a service handover request or needs to hand over a service, a target personal network device is selected; and when the target personal network device agrees to perform a service handover, the service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device is performed. An embodiment of the disclosure further discloses a device for personal-network based seamless handover, wherein a target selecting unit is configured to select a target personal network device; and a service handover unit is configured to perform a service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device when the target personal network device agrees to perform the service handover. With the method and device according to embodiments of the disclosure, it is possible to provide an effective solution for implementing seamless handover of a service within a personal network when service handover needs to be performed.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PERSONAL-NETWORK BASED SEAMLESS HANDOVER

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to personal-network based handover techniques, and in particular to a method and device for personal-network based seamless handover.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the development of science and techniques, people possess more and more personal devices, such as a mobile phone, a laptop, a PDA, an MP3, an MP4 and so on, with increasing capabilities; and most of the devices are capable of short-range communication; therefore there is an increasing desire for these devices around people to be connected together into a Personal Area Network (PN) to share a resource and a capability of each other.

[0003] FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of networking among various devices in a PN including personal network devices, a personal network gateway, and a personal network server, a networking relationship thereamong being that: the personal network consists of the personal network gateway, a personal network device 1, a personal network device 2, a personal network device 3, and a personal network device 4. The personal network is connected to the personal network server via the personal network gateway of the personal network.

[0004] However, for various reasons (for example, when the personal network device has low battery or the personal network device leaves the present personal network), the personal network device cannot be able to continue using a current service, and needs to hand the service over to another personal network device. At present, there lacks an effective solution for implementing seamless handover of a service within a personal network aiming at such a need.

SUMMARY

[0005] In view of this, it is desired that the disclosure provides a method and device for personal-network based seamless handover, capable of providing an effective solution for implementing seamless handover of a service within a personal network when service handover needs to be performed.

[0006] To this end, a technical solution according to an embodiment of the disclosure is implemented as follows.

[0007] A method for personal-network based seamless handover includes:

[0008] when a personal network gateway receives a service handover request or needs to hand over a service, a target personal network device is selected; and

[0009] when the target personal network device agrees to perform a service handover, the service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device is performed.

[0010] The service handover request may be initiated or triggered by a user, a personal network server, the service, a personal network device, the personal network gateway, or a particular event.

[0011] The target personal network device may be selected to be another personal network device other than the original personal network device in a same personal network.

[0012] The method may further include that: when an initiator initiating or triggering the service handover is not the personal network gateway, before the selecting a target personal network device, the initiator sends the personal network gateway the service handover request containing service description information; and the personal network gateway selects the target personal network device according to the service description information, or sends the service handover request to a target-personal-network-device selecting entity, which selects the target personal network device.

[0013] When an initiator initiating or triggering the service handover is the personal network gateway, the personal network gateway may select the target personal network device directly according to local service description information.

[0014] The method may further include that: before performing the service handover, service synchronization between the original personal network device and the target personal network device is performed.

[0015] when the service description information includes the synchronization information for service synchronization, the target personal network device acquires the synchronization information by receiving the synchronization information sent by the personal network gateway; and

[0016] when the service description information includes no synchronization information for the service synchronization, the target personal network device acquires the synchronization information by interacting with the original personal network device or by interacting with the personal network server.

[0017] The method may further include that: after the performing the service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device, a handover-completes response is returned to the initiator initiating or triggering the service handover, and the service previously used by the original personal network device is stopped.

[0018] The stopping the service previously used by the original personal network device may specifically include that:

[0019] when the initiator is not the original personal network device, the original personal network device is instructed, via the personal network gateway, to stop using the service; and when the initiator is the personal network gateway, the personal network gateway directly instructs the original personal network device to stop using the service.

[0020] The method may further include that after the returning a handover-completes response to the initiator initiating or triggering the service handover, the personal network gateway sends a service server an updating message, and the service server changes a service provider in the service description information according to the updating message.

[0021] The stopping the service previously used by the original personal network device may specifically include that:

[0022] when the initiator is not the original personal network device, the original personal network device is instructed, via the personal network gateway, to stop using the service; and when the initiator is the personal network gateway, the personal network gateway directly instructs the original personal network device to stop using the service.

[0023] A device for personal-network based seamless handover is located at a personal network gateway or a personal network server, and includes a target selecting unit and a service handover unit, wherein
the target selecting unit is configured to select a target personal network device when the personal network gateway receives a service handover request or needs to hand over a service; and

the service handover unit is configured to perform a service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device when the target personal network device agrees to perform the service handover.

The device may further include a service handover triggering unit configured to have the service handover request be initiated or triggered by a user, a personal network server, the service, a personal network device, the personal network gateway, or a particular event.

The target selecting unit may be further configured to select another personal network device other than the original personal network device in a same personal network as a target-personal-network-device selecting entity.

Such that, when an initiator initiating or triggering the service handover is not the personal network gateway, the initiator sends the personal network gateway the service handover request containing service description information; and

the personal network gateway selects the target personal network device according to the service description information; or the personal network gateway sends the service handover request to a target-personal-network-device selecting entity, which then selects the target personal network device.

The target selecting unit may be further configured such that, when an initiator initiating or triggering the service handover is the personal network gateway, the personal network gateway selects the target personal network device directly according to local service description information.

The device may further include a service stopping unit configured to, after the service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device is performed, return a handover-completion response to the initiator initiating or triggering the service handover, and stop the service previously used by the original personal network device.

The device may further include a service updating unit configured to send a service server an updating message, such that the service server changes a service provider in the service description information according to the updating message.

With an embodiment of the disclosure, when a service handover request is received or when handover needs to be performed for a service, a personal network gateway selects a target personal network device; when the target personal network device agrees to perform a service handover, the service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device is performed.

With an embodiment of the disclosure, it is possible to provide an effective solution for implementing seamless handover of a service within a personal network when service handover needs to be performed, such that a service on an original personal network device is handed over to a target personal network device.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of networking among various devices in a PN in related art;

FIG. 2 is a flowchart showing the basic principle of a method for seamless handover according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing the networking of specific embodiments 1 and 3 of the disclosure; and

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing the networking of specific embodiment 2 of the disclosure.

Detailed Description

Implementation of a technical solution of the disclosure is further elaborated below with reference to the drawings.

A method for personal-network based seamless handover, namely, service handover within a personal network, a flow showing the basic principle thereof being shown in FIG. 2, the method mainly including steps as follows:

Step 101: service handover may be initiated or triggered by a user, a personal network server, a service, a personal network device, a personal network gateway, or a particular event.

Here, the particular event includes power shortage of the personal network device, the user leaving or entering a particular area such as a home, a car, a hotel, or the like, which is not elaborated.

Here, in step 101, when the initiator of the service handover is not the personal network gateway, for example, the initiator of the service handover is the personal network device, then the initiator sends the personal network gateway a service handover request containing service description information such as service identifier information and the like; when the initiator of the service handover is the personal network gateway itself, this step is skipped.

Preferably, if the service description information contained in step 101 includes synchronization information for the service synchronization, then in subsequent step 103, the synchronization information is also sent by the personal network gateway to a new personal network device, and in step 104, the new personal network device performs service synchronization according to the synchronization information; if the service description information contained in step 101 includes no synchronization information for the service synchronization, then in subsequent step 104, before the new personal network device performs the service handover, the new personal network device may further acquire the synchronization information by interacting with the original personal network device or via a service server.

Step 102: the new personal network device is selected and the service handover is performed.

Here, in step 102, when the new personal network device is selected and the service handover is performed, the new personal network device may be selected to be another personal network device other than the original personal network device in a same personal network. The new personal network device may include: the user, the personal network server, the service, the personal network gateway, or another personal network device other than the original personal network device.

There may be multiple standards for selecting the new personal network device, such as random selection, selection according to a device capacity, selection according to a service type and the like. Here, as to the device capacity, both a personal network device or the personal network gateway are logic entities that may exist in a specific physical device (such as a mobile phone), so the device capacity therein
refers to the capacity of the physical device in which such logic entities are located, which is not elaborated.

[0048] Here, the method includes that: before the new personal network device is selected and the service handover is performed,

[0049] A1: the personal network gateway sends the service handover request to an entity in charge of selecting the new personal network device, and if the personal network gateway is in charge of selecting the new personal network device, this step is skipped.

[0050] Selecting the new personal network device and performing the service handover includes that:

[0051] B1: the entity in charge of selecting the new personal network device selects the new personal network device.

[0052] The method includes that: after the new personal network device is selected and the service handover is performed,

[0053] C1: the entity in charge of selecting the new personal network device returns a result of the selection to the personal network gateway, and if the personal network gateway is in charge of selecting the new personal network device, this step is skipped.

[0054] Step 103: the new personal network device agrees to perform the service handover.

[0055] Here, the method includes that: before the new personal network device agrees to perform the service handover, the personal network gateway sends the selected new personal network device the service handover request containing the service description information such as the service identifier.

[0056] If the new personal network device agrees to perform handover and is capable of supporting the service, then subsequent step 104 is performed; if the new personal network device does not agree to perform handover, then a handover-cannot-be-performed response is returned to the initiator, and the flow goes back to the step 102 to reselect a new personal network device.

[0057] Step 104: the service handover from the original personal network device to the new personal network device is performed.

[0058] Here, the performing the service handover includes that: the new personal network device acquires the service according to the received service description information, and perform synchronization with the service on the original personal network device, such as time synchronization, status synchronization, and the like.

[0059] The method includes that: after performing the service handover, the handover-completes response is returned to the personal network gateway; the personal network gateway returns the handover-completes response to the initiator; the original personal network device stops using the service.

[0060] Preferably, in step 104, if the initiator is not the original personal network device, then the initiator needs to instruct, via the personal network gateway, the original personal network device to stop using the service; if the personal network gateway is the initiator, then the personal network gateway directly instructs the original personal network device to stop using the service.

[0061] Preferably, the method further includes that: after the handover-completes response is returned to the personal network gateway, the personal network gateway sends a service server an updating message, and the service server changes a service provider in the service description information according to the updating message.

[0062] In addition, if there are more than one services being used or provided by the personal network requiring the handover, then the handover as described needs to be performed for each service thereof.

[0063] Here, the new personal network device herein may also be a target personal network device corresponding to the original personal network device.

[0064] A device for personal-network based seamless handover is located at a personal network gateway, and the device includes a target selecting unit and a service handover unit. The target selecting unit is configured to select a target personal network device when the personal network gateway receives a service handover triggering request or needs to hand over a service; the service handover unit is configured to perform a service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device when the target personal network device agrees to perform the service handover.

[0065] Here, the device further includes a service handover triggering unit configured to have the service handover request be initiated or triggered by a user, a personal network server, the service, a personal network device, the personal network gateway, or a particular event.

[0066] Here, the target selecting unit is further configured to select another personal network device other than the original personal network device in a same personal network as a target-personal-network-device selecting entity. The target-personal-network-device selecting entity may include: the user, the personal network server, the service, the personal network gateway, or another personal network device other than the original personal network device.

[0067] Here, the target selecting unit may be further configured such that, when an initiator initiating or triggering the service handover is not the personal network gateway, the initiator may send the personal network gateway the service handover request containing service description information; and the personal network gateway may select the target personal network device according to the service description information, or send the service handover request to a target-personal-network-device selecting entity, and the target-personal-network-device selecting entity may select the target personal network device.

[0068] Here, the target selecting unit is configured such that, when an initiator initiating or triggering the service handover is the personal network gateway, the personal network gateway may select the target personal network device directly according to local service description information.

[0069] Here, the device may further include a service stopping unit configured to, after the service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device is performed, return a handover-completes response to the initiator initiating or triggering the service handover, and stop the service previously used by the original personal network device.

[0070] Here, the device may further include a service updating unit configured to send a service server an updating message, such that the service server changes a service provider in the service description information according to the updating message.

[0071] The disclosure is illustrated below with examples.
Embodiment 1

[0072] A user A has a personal network including a personal network gateway and four personal network devices, a schematic diagram showing the networking being shown in FIG. 3, wherein a personal network device 1 and a personal network device 4 support a video service. The user A is using a video-on-demand service through the personal network gateway using the personal network device 1 when the personal network device 1 runs out of battery power. In such a case, a seamless handover flow includes the following steps.

[0073] Step 201: a user A sends a personal network gateway a service handover request containing description information of a video-on-demand service using a personal network device 1.

[0074] Step 202: after receiving the service handover request, the personal network gateway determines that a personal network device 4 is selected as a new personal network device after handover according to the description information of the video-on-demand service.

[0075] Step 203: the personal network gateway sends the personal network device 4 a service handover request containing the description information of the video-on-demand service.

[0076] Step 204: the personal network device 4 agrees on the handover after receiving the service handover request from the personal network gateway.

[0077] Step 205: the personal network device 4 establishes, according to the received description information of the video-on-demand service, a connection with a service server through the personal network gateway.

[0078] Step 206: the personal network device 4 sends, through the personal network gateway, the personal network device 1 a synchronization-information acquiring request to acquire synchronization information for service synchronization.

[0079] Step 207: after receiving the synchronization-information acquiring request, the personal network gateway forwards the synchronization-information acquiring request to the personal network device 1.

[0080] Step 208: after receiving the synchronization-information acquiring request, the personal network device 1 returns to the personal network gateway a synchronization-information request response containing present information of the video-on-demand service, such as a present playing time and the like.


[0082] Step 210: after receiving the synchronization-information request response, the personal network device 4 plays the video-on-demand service starting from the present playing time according to the acquired synchronization information.

[0083] Step 211: the personal network device 4 returns a handover-completes response to the personal network gateway.

[0084] Step 212: the personal network gateway returns to the personal network device 1 a handover-completes response.

[0085] Step 213: after receiving the handover-completes response, the personal network device 1 ends the video-on-demand service.

Embodiment 2

[0086] A user A has a personal network including a personal network gateway and four personal network devices, a schematic diagram showing the networking being shown in FIG. 4, wherein a personal network device 1, a personal network device 2, and a personal network device 4 support a video service. The user A is using a video-on-demand service through the personal network gateway using the personal network device 1 when the personal network device 1 needs to leave the personal network. In such a case, a seamless handover flow includes the following steps.

[0087] Step 301: a user A sends a personal network gateway a service handover request containing description information of a video-on-demand service using a personal network device 1, wherein the description information of the video-on-demand service includes synchronization information for service synchronization, such as a present playing time and the like.

[0088] Step 302: after receiving the service handover request, the personal network gateway determines that a personal network device 4 is selected as a new personal network device after handover according to the description information of the video-on-demand service.

[0089] Step 303: the personal network gateway sends the personal network device 4 a service handover request containing the description information of the video-on-demand service.

[0090] Step 304: after receiving the service handover request from the personal network gateway, the personal network device 4 refuses the handover, and returns to the personal network gateway a handover refusing response.

[0091] Step 305: after receiving the handover refusing response, the personal network gateway reselects a personal network device 2 as the new personal network device after handover.

[0092] Step 306: the personal network gateway sends the personal network device 2 a service handover request containing the description information of the video-on-demand service, wherein the description information of the video-on-demand service includes synchronization information for service synchronization, such as a present playing time and the like.

[0093] Step 307: the personal network device 2 agrees on the handover after receiving the service handover request from the personal network gateway.

[0094] Step 308: the personal network device 2 establishes, according to the received description information of the video-on-demand service, a connection with a service server through the personal network gateway.

[0095] Step 309: the personal network device 2 plays, according to the received synchronization information, the video-on-demand service starting from the present playing time.

[0096] Step 310: the personal network device 2 returns a handover-completes response to the personal network gateway.

[0097] Step 311: the personal network gateway returns to the personal network device 1 a handover-completes response.

[0098] Step 312: after receiving the handover-completes response, the personal network device 1 ends the video-on-demand service.
Embodyment 3

[0099] A user A has a personal network including a personal network gateway and four personal network devices, a schematic diagram showing the networking being shown in FIG. 3, wherein a personal network device 1 and a personal network device 4 support a video service. The user A is using a video-on-demand service through the personal network gateway using the personal network device 1 when the personal network device 1 runs out of battery power. In such a case, a seamless handover flow includes the following steps.

[0100] Step 401: a user A sends a personal network gateway a service handover request containing description information of a video-on-demand service using a personal network device 1.

[0101] Step 402: after receiving the service handover request, the personal network gateway determines that a personal network device 4 is selected as a new personal network device after handover according to the description information of the video-on-demand service.

[0102] Step 403: the personal network gateway sends the personal network device 4 a service handover request containing the description information of the video-on-demand service.

[0103] Step 404: the personal network device 4 agrees on the handover after receiving the service handover request from the personal network gateway.

[0104] Step 405: the personal network device 4 establishes, according to the received description information of the video-on-demand service, a connection with a service server through the personal network gateway.

[0105] Step 406: the personal network device 4 acquires synchronization information for service synchronization from a service server.

[0106] Step 407: the personal network device 4 plays the video-on-demand service starting from a present playing time according to the acquired synchronization information.

[0107] Step 408: the personal network device 4 returns a handover-completes response to the personal network gateway.

[0108] Step 409: the personal network gateway returns to the personal network device 1 a handover-completes response.

[0109] Step 410: after receiving the handover-completes response, the personal network device 1 ends the video-on-demand service.

[0110] Note here that the embodiment differs from Embodiment 1 in that the synchronization information is acquired from the service server instead of from the original personal network device through the personal network gateway.

Embodyment 4

[0111] A user A has a personal network including a personal network gateway and four personal network devices, a schematic diagram showing the networking being shown in FIG. 3, wherein a personal network device 1 and a personal network device 4 support a picture sharing service. The user A is using the picture sharing service through the personal network gateway using the personal network device 1 when the personal network device 1 runs out of battery power. In such a case, a seamless handover flow includes the following steps.

[0112] Step 501: a user A sends a personal network gateway a service handover request containing description information of a picture sharing service using a personal network device 1.

[0113] Step 502: after receiving the service handover request, the personal network gateway determines, according to the description information of the picture sharing service, that a personal network device 4 is selected as a new personal network device after handover.

[0114] Step 503: the personal network gateway sends the personal network device 4 a service handover request containing the description information of the picture sharing service.

[0115] Step 504: the personal network device 4 agrees on the handover after receiving the service handover request from the personal network gateway.

[0116] Step 505: the personal network device 4 acquires, according to the received description information of the picture sharing service, synchronization information for service synchronization including a picture, related information, and the like from the personal network device 1.

[0117] Specifically, the personal network device 4 may acquire the synchronization information through a connection established with a service server, or from the personal network device 1 through the personal network gateway.

[0118] Step 506: the personal network device 4 acquires according to the acquired synchronization information, the picture sharing service from the personal network device 1.

[0119] Step 507: the personal network device 4 returns a handover-completes response to the personal network gateway.

[0120] Step 508: the personal network gateway sends a service-network server an updating message such that the service server updates the description information of the picture sharing service, in which a service provider changes from the personal network device 1 to the personal network device 4.

[0121] Step 509: the personal network server updates, according to the received updating message, the description information of the picture sharing service, changing the service provider from the personal network device 1 to the personal network device 4, and returns to the personal network gateway an updating response.

[0122] Step 510: the personal network gateway returns to the personal network device 1 a handover-completes response.

[0123] Step 511: after receiving the handover-completes response, the personal network device 1 ends the picture sharing service.

[0124] What described are merely preferred embodiments of the disclosure and are not intended to limit the scope of the disclosure.

1. A method for personal-network based seamless handover, comprising:
when a personal network gateway receives a service handover request or needs to hand over a service, selecting a target personal network device; and
when the target personal network device agrees to perform a service handover, performing the service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the service handover request is initiated or triggered by a user, a personal


network server, the service, a personal network device, the personal network gateway, or a particular event.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the target personal network device is selected to be another personal network device other than the original personal network device in a same personal network.

4. The method according to claim 2, further comprising: when an initiator initiating or triggering the service handover is not the personal network gateway, before the selecting a target personal network device, sending, by the initiator, the personal network gateway the service handover request containing service description information; and selecting, by the personal network gateway, the target personal network device according to the service description information; or sending, by the personal network gateway, the service handover request to a target-personal-network-device selecting entity, and selecting, by the target-personal-network-device selecting entity, the target personal network device.

5. The method according to claim 2, wherein when an initiator initiating or triggering the service handover is the personal network gateway, selecting, by the personal network gateway, the target personal network device directly according to local service description information.

6. The method according to claim 4, further comprising: before performing the service handover, performing service synchronization between the original personal network device and the target personal network device;

when the service description information comprises the synchronization information for the service synchronization, acquiring, by the target personal network device, the synchronization information by receiving the synchronization information sent by the personal network gateway; and

when the service description information comprise no synchronization information for the service synchronization, acquiring, by the target personal network device, the synchronization information by interacting with the original personal network device or by interacting with the personal network server.

7. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: after the performing the service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device, returning a handover-completes response to the initiator initiating or triggering the service handover, and stopping the service previously used by the original personal network device.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the stopping the service previously used by the original personal network device comprises:

when the initiator is not the original personal network device, instructing, via the personal network gateway, the original personal network device to stop using the service; and

when the initiator is the personal network gateway, instructing directly by the personal network gateway, the original personal network device to stop using the service.

9. The method according to claim 7, further comprising: after the returning a handover-completes response to the initiator initiating or triggering the service handover, sending, by the personal network gateway, a service server an updating message, and changing, by the service server, a service provider in the service description information according to the updating message.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the stopping the service previously used by the original personal network device comprises:

when the initiator is not the original personal network device, instructing, via the personal network gateway, the original personal network device to stop using the service; and

when the initiator is the personal network gateway, instructing directly by the personal network gateway, the original personal network device to stop using the service.

11. A device for personal-network based seamless handover, located at a personal network gateway or a personal network server, the device comprising a target selecting unit and a service handover unit, wherein

the target selecting unit is configured to select a target personal network device when the personal network gateway receives a service handover request or needs to hand over a service; and

the service handover unit is configured to perform a service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device when the target personal network device agrees to perform the service handover.

12. The device according to claim 11, further comprising a service handover triggering unit configured to have the service handover request be initiated or triggered by a user, a personal network server, the service, a personal network device, the personal network gateway, or a particular event.

13. The device according to claim 11, wherein the target selecting unit is further configured to select another personal network device other than the original personal network device in a same personal network as a target-personal-network-device selecting entity.

14. The device according to claim 12, wherein the target selecting unit is further configured to, when an initiator initiating or triggering the service handover is not the personal network gateway, have the initiator send the personal network gateway the service handover request containing service description information; and

to have the personal network gateway select the target personal network device according to the service description information; or to have the personal network gateway send the service handover request to a target-personal-network-device selecting entity, and to have the target-personal-network-device selecting entity select the target personal network device.

15. The device according to claim 12, wherein the target selecting unit is configured to, when an initiator initiating or triggering the service handover is the personal network gateway, have the personal network gateway select the target personal network device directly according to local service description information.

16. The device according to claim 11, further comprising a service stopping unit configured to, after the service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device is performed, return a handover-completes response to the initiator initiating or triggering the service handover, and stop the service previously used by the original personal network device.
17. The device according to claim 11, further comprising a service updating unit configured to send a service server an updating message, such that the service server changes a service provider in the service description information according to the updating message.

18. The method according to claim 5, further comprising: before performing the service handover, performing service synchronization between the original personal network device and the target personal network device;
   when the service description information comprises the synchronization information for the service synchronization, acquiring, by the target personal network device, the synchronization information by receiving the synchronization information sent by the personal network gateway; and
   when the service description information comprise no synchronization information for the service synchronization, acquiring, by the target personal network device, the synchronization information by interacting with the original personal network device or by interacting with the personal network server.

19. The method according to claim 2, further comprising: after the performing the service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device, returning a handover-completes response to the initiator initiating or triggering the service handover, and stopping the service previously used by the original personal network device.

20. The method according to claim 3, further comprising: after the performing the service handover from an original personal network device to the target personal network device, returning a handover-completes response to the initiator initiating or triggering the service handover, and stopping the service previously used by the original personal network device.

* * * * *